Pick up a map guide below and begin your explorations here in our FOSSIL GALLERY! Then walk north through the basement hallway to begin The Story of Time and Life. Look for dinosaur footprints on the floor to show you which walls are part of the exhibit. Wind your way through each floor of the Science Building until you reach the top. When done, return here and recycle your guide for other walkers or take it home as a reference. ENJOY!

BASEMENT FLOOR
- The FOSSIL GALLERY, home to all our large fossils
- The formation of the Universe starting with the Big Bang, 13.7 billion years ago
- The formation of our Solar System and Planet Earth

FIRST FLOOR
- The start of Plate Tectonics
- The beginning of life on Earth

SECOND FLOOR
- The evolution of early life from the first animals to fish and reptiles
- The movement of life onto land

THIRD FLOOR
- The Age of Dinosaurs
- The Age of Mammals
- The evolution of humans

YOU ARE HERE!!

START HERE!

FOSSIL GALLERY

WALK THE STORY OF TIME AND LIFE